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Creating a dialogue

 The information we develop is more than a piece of paper or words on a page.  

 It is a dialogue with consumers.

 But how effective that dialogue is depends on how well you your audience.

 Too often we focus on our content – what we want to say and how we feel we 
need to say it.



Who am I 

and what do 

I care 

about?

Do I 

understand 

the process?

What do I 

need to 

succeed?

Am I under 

stress? Time 

constraints?

How much 

do I know?

What 

challenges 

me?

But what about our users?



Understanding your users

 Imagine who will be using your 
documents

 Comprehension

 Cognition

 Context

 Learn about them

 Write for them

 Design to them

 Make them part of the process



A definition of plain language

A communication is in plain language if its 
wording, structure, and design are so clear 
that the intended audience can readily find 
what they need, understand it, and use it. 

 Center for Plain Language



So what does plain language 

actually mean? 

Words Sentences Design Context Meaning Outcomes



Plain language = right action

Plain 
language

More easily 
understood 

by 
customers

More likely 
customers 
take the 

right action

Saves 
money, 

reduces risk, 
increases 
efficiency



It’s clear…but so what?

Does the 
customer know 
what you want 
them to do?

Yes! Objective 
achieved.

No…

Additional 
outreach

More and 
longer phone 
calls

Customer 
confusion



WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT 

USERS?



On Saturday afternoon, if you miss the 2:35 bus leaving 
Hancock and Buena Ventura going to Flintridge and 
Academy, when will the next bus come?

– A.  3:15
– B.  3:05
– C.  2:45
– D.  3:35



Comprehension

 Program for the International Assessment of 
Adult Competencies

 Surveyed 150,000 adults between the ages 
of 16-65 in 24 countries

 Measured competency in:

- Literacy 

- Numeracy 

- Problem solving in technology-rich 

environments 

“To participate in the 

society, to achieve 

one's goals, and to 

develop one's 

knowledge and 

potential.”



Locate 
single piece 
of 
information 
in familiar 
texts.

Read 
relatively 
short 
digital, 
print or 
mixed 
texts to 
locate 
single text. 

Make 
matches 
between 
text and 
information 
that may 
require low 
level para-
phrasing 
and 
drawing 
low-level 
inferences.

Identify, 
interpret, or 
evaluate 
one or 
more 
pieces of 
information 
and often 
require 
varying 
levels of 
inference.

Perform 
multiple-
step 
operations 
to 
integrate, 
interpret, or 
synthesize 
information 
from 
complex 
texts, and 
may 
require 
complex 
inferences.

Integrate 
information 
across 
multiple, 
dense 
texts; 
construct 
syntheses, 
ideas or 
points of 
view;  or 
evaluate 
evidence 
based 
arguments.

Below 

Level 1

Level 1
Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5
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PIACC – What adults can do 
at each level Use Bus Schedule 

Complete
Tax Forms

Read Price 
Tag



The test-taker is presented with a 
table showing benefits for muscle 
groups of different exercises

The test-taker needs to  
find gym bench and 
find the muscles worked 
for that exercise

Literacy



Literacy: Percentage performing 

each level



Automotive Factory

The test-taker is presented 

with factory data for two 

years and a bar graph.

Which two bars are 
incorrect?

Month Year 1 Year 2
Jan 20 17

Feb 21 22

Mar 34 31

Apr 30 36

May 35 33

Jun 28 23

Jul 24 21

Aug 25 19

Sep 19 14

Oct 23 18

Nov 22 19

Dec 19 22

Total 300 273

Number of workers absent

In Year 2The test taker is asked to 

find the mismatch 

between table and chart

Numeracy

.



Numeracy: Percentage performing 

each level 
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Problem Solving in Technology 
Rich Environments 

Test taker is presented with 

music files with genre and 

size

The test-taker is asked 

to select 20 MB worth 

of jazz and rock



Problem Solving in Technology Rich 

Environments: Percentage performing at each level



Factors

Memory

Perception

Decision 
Making

Attention

Cognition



Factors

Trusting 
of 

authority

Yield to 
experts

Anxious 
about 
future

Want to 
succeed

Context



Three Cs in action



Bad Deal Ahead



Not a great deal for most people

 Complex. Complex variable annuities are oversold to individuals who don’t understand 
them. They’re frustratingly complex to comprehend.

 Can have negative financial consequences or penalties. 

 Can tie you down to 3-4% fees and up to 15 year surrender penalties.

 If bought with after tax money, can have negative tax consequences.

 Aggressively sold. Variable annuity salespeople earn sizable commissions; they 
arefrequently are focused on “closing the deal” and do not consider the buyer’s entire 
financial picture.

 Not for most people. Annuities should be purchased only if there are compelling benefits 
and only if they compliment the “whole financial picture of an individual or couple.” 

NRMLA 2017 Annual Meeting
 Source: Forbes, 2015, “Annuities: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly”



There are no sales 
charges or fees... I 
don’t know if I am 
right or not, but that is 
what I assume.

It said up to 60% more 
lifetime income if illness 
or disability strikes.  It’s 
almost like having a 
long term care policy.

I’m a fairly well 
educated person but a 

lot of this sounds like very 
complicated terms.  

“Lump sum payment of 
the entire accumulation 

value…”

If I was going to take 
one of these annuities I 

would want to have 
somebody sitting right 

there who could answer 
questions for me…I 

would want somebody 
who was an agent and 
knew exactly what all 

these terms mean.

I wouldn’t want to miss 
anything, so I would kind 
of read the whole thing.

Am I doing this okay?

You are doing great.  
What else do you 
notice?

This would be so much 
clearer if each paragraph 
would have gone over by 
the professional… the 
professional says this is what 
this means, please read it 
and see if you understand it, 
as opposed to me reading it 
and see if I understand. 

I like the 5% bonus, the 
guaranteed tax 
favored interest, and 
your money is going to 
be… helping you build 
solid retirement.  It is a 
“choice for building 
your retirement.”





IT’S NOT WHAT YOU SAY, IT’S 

HOW YOU SAY IT…



5 steps to plain language

Identify and describe the target audience1

4

5

3

2 Structure the content to guide the reader through it

Write the content in plain language

Use information design to help readers see and understand

Work with the target user groups to test the design and content



An opportunity



Plain language tools to increase 

engagement 

 Answer questions a user would have (5Ws + H)

 Identify the tasks to take or decisions to make

 Put core tasks/decisions upfront

 Use headings to make the structure clear

 Use a strong design grid to organize elements

 Use common words and sentence constructions

Find

Understand 

Use



Orients to 

user 

questions
Structured to 

help find 
what they 

need Reframes 
complex 

conditionals 
as yes/no

Uses simpler 

words and 

constructions

Eliminates 
most complex 
calculations



Test!

 Combats Steven Pinker’s “curse of knowledge.”

 Saves time and money.

 Allows us to “try on” the document.

 Helps us focus on the needs of readers.

 Allows us to fix errors and problems.

 Everyone knows something; no one knows everything.



Plain language is business smart

 Sent when income and/or 
payment information IRS has 
on file doesn’t match the 
information reported on a 
tax return. 

 Goes to over 3 million 
people per year 

 Collects over $4 billion 
dollars in revenue each year 

What are 

the 

details?

Why?

Next 

steps?

What happens if 

you don’t do it?

Do 

this!



When consumers know what to do…

 14% increase in resolved cases 

 Resolved cases = less legal 

challenges/mediations

 11% increase in dollars of revenue assessed

 $400 million dollar increase in revenue 

collected

 5 awards for design



And if that isn’t enough to convince 

you…

 Plain language is more usable

 Clear information is more likely to be understood and used correctly.

 It saves time, energy, and hassle.

 Plain language is more accurate.

 Clear writing is clear thinking.

 The process of getting to plain language is enlightening and clarifying.

 Plain language is brandable.

 Unclear language is “brand-damaging”: it confuses people, and it alienates them. 

 Complex language is obscure, ambiguous, and opposite of what people want in their relationship: 

transparency.
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